
 

 

September 25th , 2022 

Hello, 

As we head into the last week of the 2022 season, I will provide a quick update on the work that 

maintenance did this week. 

 

Park Maintenance 

This week Earl finished working on upgrading well house number 2. He finished installing the 

siding and completed the work on the interior. In addition, he poured a new concrete pad at the 

entrance of the well house. Over the summer, it had been noted that it looked like animals were 

burrowing underneath the outhouses and the shed near the front store. Recently we noticed that 

there was a strong skunk smell near the shed. This week maintenance staff filled in all of the 

holes and openings around the base of these buildings to reduce any future access. Following 

our walkthrough last Sunday, staff worked to take down a number of dead trees in multiple 

seasonal sites. In addition, the dead trees where the old outhouse was, were replaced with new 

ones. Maintenance staff also focused on removing the remaining cabling around the golf course 

this week, and that work is now complete. The final items were crossed off the closing checklist 

this week as maintenance cleaned and closed up the sports court, camp kitchen, and beach 

concession for the winter. Maintenance staff also had ample time to spend on the trail and they 

continued to work on chipping branch piles as well as improving the trail surface. Next week 

they will finish off any remaining tasks and lock everything up for the winter. 

 

End of Season Tasks 

The grant completion report has been finished (excluding the zoning bylaws), and has been 

sent to Chelsey for signatures and then submission. All of the grant projects were completed 

under budget with exception of the rental cabin upgrades which were $39.00 over budget. Last 

Sunday, Andy, Brad, and I did the end of season walk around. In the process we inspected all of 

the seasonal sites and took note of any possible infractions as well as power readings, all of 

which were sent to Chelsey for the board’s consideration. 

 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to let me know. 

 

Kind Regards, 

Damen Van Meter 

 


